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there are enough sick people to keep several doctors working
overtime, villagers would rather die than pay the small fee
the doctors are entitled to claim for visiting them at home,
and private practitioners can't or won't build up village
practices. The village with a dispensary is too often no
cleaner or healthier than the village without one. If an
epidemic starts in a village, it may be a week or more before
it is discovered and then it is too late to stop it spreading.
Except in the immediate vicinity of a dispensary the school-
children are without any hope of medical inspection or
follow-up treatment. Meanwhile the women demand
female doctors for their particular troubles, while there are
practically no female doctors in any rural dispensaries, an
entirely inadequate supply of female doctors in the province
at large, and the few there are are extremely difficult to post
in rural areas. A certain number of dais are being trained,
but there is no one to exercise any adequate supervision
of them after they receive their certificates or to prevent
untrained dais from continuing to practise.
Finally our finances have been nearly exhausted in pro-
viding these curative rural centres—and even they are
entirely insufficient—and the preventive service has to
consist of a District Health Officer—a very few Sanitary
Inspectors, Vaccinators and small gangs of workmen.
And yet curative work alone will never raise the general
level of health. The causes of diseases must also be
systematically attacked. Curative work without preventive
is rather like plugging the leaks in the ceiling below without
sending someone upstairs to stop the hole in the bath-pipes!
But how can the curative work be withdrawn and replaced
by preventive, once it is established and the sick and
suffering are coming for treatment. So far from reducing
curative work, as rural welfare spreads and the people

